
Increase Domain Authority Like a Boss 
by Mateja Lane | Apr 24, 2019 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
If websites were human, and you asked them what they wanted from their world, the answer would 
likely be for people to visit them more often. Every website wants to be seen the most, heard the 
loudest, and be the answer to people’s needs. 
There’s a lot that goes into becoming that website—the one that’s visited often, offers the answers, 
and sells the products. When we talk about SEO (search engine optimization) or SERPs (search 
engine results pages), a lot is going on behind the scenes with algorithms. There are many 
algorithms at work to determine ranking factors and deliver what you need from a search engine. 
Understanding the mechanics of what you’re served in search engines will help distinguish what 
Domain Authority (DA) is, why it matters, and how you can increase it. 

Algorithms 
Each search engine has its own set of algorithms. Google has its collection and updates them 
frequently— the latest was in March 2019. Each algorithm has a job. Big ones include the Panda 
update of 2011 that was meant to curb the flood of low-quality content from content farms. And the 
Penguin update of 2016, intended to judge the value of links and support the importance of quality 
backlinks. 
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Algorithms work in conjunction to serve you, as a user, exactly what you’re looking for. And to do so, 
they’re updated around 500 to 600 times a year. 
The frequency of algorithm updates, and Google not announcing when search ranking changes, led 
Moz to create MozCast to track the changes and updates in Google’s algorithms. 

 
On MozCast, each algorithm update is like a weather change and affects where web pages are 
shown in Google search results. 
In addition to MozCast, Moz created Domain Authority as a way to rank domains. According to Moz: 
“Domain Authority is calculated by evaluating multiple factors, including linking root domains and 
number of total links, into a single DA score. This score can then be used when comparing websites 
or tracking the “ranking strength” of a website over time. Domain Authority is not a metric used by 
Google in determining search rankings and has no effect on the SERPs.” 

What is Domain Authority 
Domain Authority (DA) is Moz’s domain ranking score that rates sites from 1-100 on a logarithmic 
scale. This proprietary algorithm primarily measures natural links; links to the site, links from the site, 
and the quality of those links, along with other metrics. Sites with high DA are considered experts 
and in turn, are served higher in SERPs. 
The DA metric, recently overhauled this year with DA 2.0, is Moz’s educated (algorithmic) guess at 
how high up a site will be served in Google search, but it shouldn’t be looked at in a vacuum. A site’s 
DA score is only as valuable as your competitors’ scores, especially how you rank against each 
other in SERPs for specific keywords. 
While your DA score should be high, it’s important to look at the score as part of your holistic SEO 
strategy. If there is room for improvement with your score, you need to look at your site as a whole to 
help fix it. 
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You can check and monitor your website’s Domain Authority by using Moz’s Open Site Explorer 
(OSE). 
Here’s the good news; you can always improve your Domain Authority score. The bad news? With 
the Domain Authority update of 2019, most brands lost about 6-7% on their Domain Authority 
scores. And to increase it, sometimes it takes a lot longer than you want. Here are five steps to 
improve your site’s DA: 

1. Use a robust external and internal linking strategy. 
A great way to monitor your link building strategy is by using a tool. By evaluating your root domain, 
you can find the number of inbound and outbound links for your site, including those that are 
valuable and those that aren’t, and which are follow vs. no-follow. 

2. Create high-quality content (with lots of great links). 
Another way to increase Domain Authority is to write valuable, relevant content about your industry. 
If you’re a new domain, it’s better to find niches in your industry where content is being 
under-served. By capitalizing on niche keywords, your site can have a better chance of being served 
for niche inquiries, providing more organic traffic and supporting your overall ranking. 

3. Maintain on-site SEO. 
On-site SEO technicalities are key factors when it comes to organic traffic. These include meta tags, 
alt tags, title tags, SEO-rich titles, overall site speed, and mobile optimization. For your site to be 
authoritative with Google, these technicalities should be both flawless and continually maintained. 

4. Use social media. 
Guess which websites have some of the highest Domain Authority scores? Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and LinkedIn. Why? High-quality links and traffic; lots of both. Because of the 
overwhelming amount of content and the sharing and linking of it, these sites are considered 
authoritative to the search engines. 
Make sure you have link profiles on the social media platforms that are relevant to your brand and 
your users, but also that you’re linking out within your content. Social media presence with the use of 
a content marketing strategy will increase DA authority. 
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5. All great things take time. 
SEO, DA, SERPs all share the common factor of time. New websites all start with scores of 1 and 
increase over time. However, if you’re diligent and have a product or service that fulfills a need and 
is hence valuable for users, you will see ranking. 

Move Your Domain Authority Forward 
A website is what you make it. Your goal is to gather (the right) visitors and keep them coming back 
as they need what your brand has. Savy’s marketing and SEO experts can help move your search 
rankings forward. 

Do you know your domain’s DA score? Have you been able to increase Domain Authority 
successfully? Tell us in the comments below! 
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Why Your Brand Needs a UX Writer This Year 
by Mateja Lane | Mar 20, 2019 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
User experience is where it’s at. User intent with a search query is Google’s top priority as a search 
engine, and user interactions across websites are a significant ranking factor for SEO. Many factors 
determine search ranking. These include web traffic, how long a user is interacting with a site, and 
what types of interactions are happening. An example would be, are they clicking a button and 
leaving? Are they lingering on a page for a full 5 minutes? And more importantly, do you know why? 
Check out why your brand needs a UX writer and ux copy this year. 
As a brand, you not only need an offering that fulfills user intent, but you also should keep the user 
around for a while for your site to be successful. So how do that and keep your users engaged 
longer? How do you get them to interact with features that lead to a conversion or goal completion? 
The answer is simple: through crafted user experience (UX) design with copy that’s been written for 
each user. Here’s why your brand could use a UX writer this year. 

What is a UX writer? 
We can argue that anything written for the web is already intended for user experience. When a 
writer works with a design team to create elemental copy, such as buttons, cornerstone content, 
messages, and call-to-actions, they become a UX writer. They guide with their words while 
designers guide with their designs. For this reason, having a team of UX writers and designers 
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where everyone can work in conjunction to create user-friendly, on-brand experiences that keep the 
user around longer is essential. 
While some will argue that marketing writers differ from UX writers, they have the same goal: a 
positive experience. We’re past the days of bad pop-ups and user trickery and have moved into a 
space where authenticity and transparency matter most—which are factored into UX writing. UX 
writing has even been called verbal design, which makes a lot of sense. In design, we tell stories 
through words, and words in design become a way to interact with a user. 
In addition to other tasks, UX writers fill the role of researcher and strategist. They learn how an 
audience operates and use that data to inform their work. Sometimes this means stalking the 
competition; other times it involves analyzing the data; but ultimately, it means deciphering how 
users interact with content. 

Why Your Brand Needs a UX Writer 
A UX writer, like all writers, uses language, grammar, voice, and demo- and psychographic data. 
Let’s take an example category to see why. The UX strategy for a medical brand will, reasonably, be 
different from that of a hemp brand. Web copy that takes the user into account is more important 
than ever and is attainable with the help of a UX writer. 

Savy and UX Copy 
Savy has several copywriters in-house, with the bench growing deeper all the time. While we provide 
content management services for our clients, we work closely with our designers to design websites 
for user experience. Drop us a line if you need help telling your brand’s story. We love our work, and 
it shows. 
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Top SEO Companies Know How to Get Your 
Business Going 
by Mateja Lane | Feb 20, 2019 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
If you’re a business owner, you’ve likely been told you need to blog. And while there are 
the obvious reasons for a business to blog, like connecting with your audience and 
having a platform to communicate with your customers, there are also technical 
reasons, that typically top SEO companies know of, that can help. We get asked all the 
time how a blog helps business; how content helps sales, makes the phone ring, and 
how it helps a business get found online. While a blog does help do these things, and 
more, a search engine optimization strategy means you’re in it for the long game. Here 
are five reasons why top SEO companies suggest a blogging strategy, or what we call at 
our digital marketing agency, a strategy for creating consistent content. 

1. Page Indexing 
Google and other search engines respond to sites that are adding more pages to index. 
That signals the fact that the website is active and staying relevant in its industry, which 
the algorithm can now tell with the use of related synonyms in the post. It shows that 
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the website is adding more digital content, so it will automatically earmark that page for 
better SEO ranking. 
Your website likely has less than ten pages, depending on the services or products your 
brand offers. You can update these pages every so often to signal search engines that 
you are updating your site. You can add new pages if your business offers a new service 
or product. Maybe you add another bio to the About page when you hire someone new. 
But what is the best way to add new content for search engines to index: create 
consistent content, or blog. 

2. Connecting with the Customer 
Reaching your audience is the traditional reason for a blog but still holds true in 2019. 
When a company writes about their industry, whether that’s about new advancements 
or how to do something, it helps them connect with their customer. This, in turn, builds 
trust with the reader which will lead to a higher chance of them buying a product or 
service from that company. 
Get to know your audience. Blogging about what they want to read will help 
engagement and shares on social media. A good way to find out what they want to learn 
is by reaching out to ask or by doing keyword research to see what people are searching 
for. 

3. Content Marketing Strategy 
A consistently updated blog is a building block for a content marketing strategy. As a 
business in 2019, you have to be active on social media, and consider email marketing as 
well. What does your business post on social media or send out in its email newsletters? 
Product updates? For sure. Brand announcements? Absolutely. But if you want to drive 
traffic back to your site while staying relevant in the industry and continue to build an 
audience, digital content in the form of a blog post is one of your best bets. 

4. Search Engine Marketing 
Another reason to update your blog is to help your SEO ranking. Creating new content 
will already help your SEO ranking, but if you’re strategic in what you write about, you 
can also answer users’ questions and help them learn more about your industry. By 
targeting long-tail inquiries in your SEO strategy (lower search volume with lower 
competition) you can become a resource for that particular term or phrase. Not only will 
this help your website traffic overall, but the search algorithms will note the organic 
traffic coming from your content and your SEO ranking will improve. Higher ranking 
gives your business a better chance of visibility when it comes to users searching for 



your product or service. It will, in turn, ignite visibility, which is a great strategy for small 
businesses.   

5. Linking Strategy 
A way for search engines to map out your site and connect it to other sites is by linking. 
Linking to pages within your site, whether they’re service pages, product pages, or even 
the contact page, will help connect your content to a user and signal search engines to 
categorize that content. Linking to reputable sources outside of your website will help 
search engines further organize your content with the rest of the web. 
The best way to seamlessly produce a linking strategy on your website is to create 
consistent content through your blog. 

Blog Disclaimer 
A blog isn’t meant to sell your product. Linking from your blog to a product you want to 
sell is a better strategy. But know that the point of content creation isn’t to generate 
sales. In fact, you probably won’t see direct results for at least several months, and SEO 
ranking can take at least a year and more for a more complicated SEO strategy. Think of 
content creation as part of the foundation of a successful business strategy. Your blog is 
also not a place to necessarily talk about your own product. Relating your product or 
service to the topic, in general, is a more seamless approach. 

Blog Research 
According to a 2016 Demand Gen Report, 47% of buyers viewed three to five pieces of 
content before contacting a company. Creating consistent content can only help your 
business convert. Plus, those blogs will forever be indexed online, meaning, if done 
correctly they can always drive traffic when someone searches for the content topic. In 
fact, according to Hubspot, one in ten blog posts from their customers drives ongoing 
organic traffic, generating 38% of their all-time traffic. Content can live online forever and 
if you write valuable blog posts, they can drive traffic to your site for a long time, even 
longer if you re-publish and update over time. These are what we call compounding 
posts and they are a valuable piece of marketing. 

Top SEO Companies | Savy Agency 
We’ve established how important it is for a business to create content. If writing blog 
posts commands time you cannot afford to lose, that’s where an SEO agency comes in. 
As one of the top SEO companies in Oregon and California, with locations in Bend and 
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Santa Barbara, Savy can help your business create consistent content. Reach out to learn 
about our SEO services that go hand in hand with web design, digital marketing, social 
media, and more. We can help your brand take the first, or the next, step, starting with 
your online presence. 
 
 
 

Does an SEO Keyword Need to Be Exact? 
Yes and No 
by Mateja Lane | Jan 23, 2019 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
As a digital agency, our clients often ask about exact SEO keywords. When performing keyword 
research, we find that the search terms users use are often jumbled, sometimes misspelled, and 
aren’t always clear. Let’s face it, we don’t always think through our search queries. So, should SEO 
writers use exact terms users use even though they may read as they sound? The short answer is 
yes. In the recent past you would have wanted to use exact terms in headings, punctuation, and with 
creativity in grammar, but not as much today. 

Search Intent/Semantic Search 
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Google’s Hummingbird update was the first significant update to its search algorithm since 2010. It 
essentially created the knowledge graphs seen alongside search terms today. With Hummingbird, 
Google began focusing on what the user wanted and less on what they typed. And so it became 
okay to include stop words, change the order of terms, make them singular or plural, and use words 
around the keyword, which refers to longtail keywords. Here’s an example. For the search term 
“dress yellow,” the content served relates to yellow dresses. This is because Google assumed this 
was the user’s intent — instead of ‘how to dress yellow.’ But what was the users’ intent? Was it 
informational, navigational, transactional, maybe investigative? Fast forward to today: Google serves 
content that most closely matches what it thinks is the intent of the user. And that’s what a SEO 
writer has to figure out as well.  
Google’s algorithm is only getting smarter. It will continue to learn what users are looking for. That 
means web pages are crawled looking not only for exact SEO keywords but for related synonyms 
and context that, according to its learning, fits with the keyword. 
Rankbrain is Google’s latest update. Rankbrain uses machine learning to compile semantic search 
terms and combine them to categorize search intent. When using a single keyword on a page, it’s 
smart to include synonyms and other ways of describing the keyword for Google to find relevant 
content on that page. These synonyms are called latent semantic indexing (LSI) and will help a page 
rank as a whole. Voice search is then used with the algorithms to see where an SEO keyword fits 
with everyday human speech. 

Using Exact SEO Keywords 
So, we’ve established that you don’t need to use the exact match of a keyword; however, it does 
help. We’re using headers with a version of the keyword or phrase, making sure it’s in the URL, the 
title, and alt text of relevant images. There are also a few exceptions — there are always exceptions 
when it comes to figuring Google out, aren’t there? With Google Ads, you’ll still use the closest term 
possible in both display and text, while still making sure things sound natural. 
And the concept of natural is what it comes down to. When using keywords or phrases to describe a 
‘thing,’ the most important thing brands can do is write about that thing well. Content that has all the 
information to fulfill the search query will do well in search — taking into account the other technical 
aspects of SEO, including site speed, site structure, and images structured for visual search. Brands 
that have well-positioned content and websites and have their bases covered technically will rank 
the highest for the keyterms they’re aiming for. 

Savy | SEO Services 
SEO is always changing. While we focus most on Google as a search engine, there are many 
aspects of SEO that are outside of Google including apps like Amazon, and even in social media 
posts. We maintain a holistic view of SEO and are always ahead of trends. Digital media publishing 
is an art, and even though Google’s algorithms are fast learners, they are algorithms. Brands will 
always need humans behind the screens to help lead the bots to the content. If your brand could use 
some help from an SEO company, reach out to see where Savy can help.  
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What We Can Expect from Organic SEO in 
2019 
by Mateja Lane | Dec 14, 2018 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
2019 is upon us, and as digital marketers, we know it will bring changes. Even though things move 
fast in our world, we stay up-to-date so that we can carry our clients into the new year anticipating 
these changes. Like most digital content writers, I rely on Yoast to help with organic SEO writing. I 
also look to them for industry news and recently joined their seminar on organic SEO in 2019. Here’s 
what we can expect in the new year. 

2019 SEO Trends 
Yoast confirmed what we hear about more and more. Google algorithms are getting smarter and 
understanding page content better. This means rather than going after a keyword, optimizing the 
page with the keyword, and hoping users land on that page with a search query, the search engine 
will want to see that the keyword relates to the rest of the content on the site when they start their 
crawl. In 2019, it will be more critical than ever for content to be stellar with page organization that’s 
related to the entire structure of a website. 
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Google will look for sites with accurate and trusted structured data, to give users rich results 
(previously known as rich snippets) or the information in a knowledge graph. Structured data will be 
a way to organize content to categorize a website, which will be imperative with the rise of voice 
search, another trend we’ll see in 2019. With voice search, using AI home assistants, we already 
see answer boxes as results to queries. This is another way Google will use to interpret user intent 
and to answer a question without even going to a site. Now, you can book a flight, buy something, or 
read a map as soon as you enter your search query. 
A few other trends that will become more important than ever include website speed and mobile 
presence. Websites need to be fast, technically flawless, and well structured if they want to perform. 
In 2019, the average site load time will be four seconds, and there are several ways to do this, 
including using well-built accelerated mobile pages or AMP. Mobile search will become the default, 
even if the brand has significant desktop traffic. And mobile search is different than desktop. Brands 
in 2019 must make sure their mobile presence is strong. 

2019 SEO Solutions 
So, how do brands have their information or product served in a rich result or knowledge graph? 
First, they need to ensure their structured data is set up so it can be correctly categorized. 
Furthermore, a website’s pages should all be optimized. A brand should look at every page as a 
landing page, since the user can get to different parts of the site through different ways whether it is 
through an ad, SEO, or through an app like Amazon or Pinterest. Second, brands should revisit their 
keyword strategy to include longer-tail search terms. This will lower the competition to make smaller 
brands visible for unique search queries, and if everything else is optimized on the site, Google can 
serve the information in a rich result or knowledge graph. 
There also might be changes in what your audience is actually searching for. That might mean 
updating blog and site content for search terms. Plus, optimizing will technically be easier because 
synonyms will become more important; Google will know some search terms belong with others. 
Finally, a brand must ensure they have a clear, easy-to-use website. Strong brands will have great 
(and visible) reviews, a clear way to purchase and pricing structure, if they’re e-commerce, and 
holistic SEO on their websites. 

Savy | Organic SEO in 2019 
At Savy, we stay ahead of trends. As a team, we make sure the sites of the brands we manage are 
technically clean, fast, and correctly optimized for SEO. Websites in the future will need to be 
modified to stay relevant. That’s where brands need a digital agency to help stay ahead. Does your 
website need an update? Is your new brand starting from the ground up? Reach out to see where 
Savy can help. We can’t think of 2019 as the future anymore; it’s here. 
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What Visual Search Means for Your Brand 
by Mateja Lane | Nov 12, 2018 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
3-minute read | Visual search is nothing new in 2018. How often do you type something 
into Google and click Images rather than News, Videos, or even Shopping? I know I do. 
We live in an image-driven, visual world. So it makes sense that many brands utilize 
visual search technologies, mostly retailers, and see success in trying to reach audiences 
looking for images in their queries. Here’s some history on image search and how a 
marketing agency can help you harness its power. 

Power of Visual Search 
Google Image Search began when developers at Google realized people were using the 
search engine to look specifically for images. Jennifer Lopez wore her provocative green 
dress to the Grammys in 2001 and the following day, search queries for J. Lo’s dress 
skyrocketed, showing Google’s team people wanted more than just text. Visual search 
became the go-to for retail, medical, and identification queries. In fact, according to a 
2017 Moz and Jumpshot study, Google Image Search receives 26.79% of all searches. 
Think about the progression of images in the past decade. Pinterest launched in 2010 
and has reached 250 million active monthly users in Oct 2018. Look at Instagram. Also 
launched in 2010, Instagram is the world’s most popular social app that revolves around 
sharing images, reaching 1 billion active monthly users in 2018. Snapchat, the social 
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sharing app for static images or video, reached 186 million daily users by third-quarter of 
2018. It’s easy to see that we live in a visual world, but how can brands, and the agencies 
that support them, live in it? Here are a few ideas. 

Visual Search Technology 
Visual search technology has evolved into phone apps that allow users to move 
real-world photos into real-life experiences. Pinterest Lens, launched in 2018, has seen 
success with over 600 million monthly visual searches through its browser-based 
desktop extension, Lens. With Pinterest Lens, users can take photos of, really, anything 
and Pinterest generates related products, recipes, or just things they find inspiring. 
Magic right? Other visual search offerings include Slyce, which uses AI to find products 
that match user photos, and retail providers like ASOS who are launching their own 
visual search tools. Google Lens isn’t far behind Pinterest Lens, launching its latest 
version this May. Pretty soon search may consist of snapping photos to learn more, and 
even to buy products when we’re ready. 
Retail brands should consider putting their marketing dollars into ads on Pinterest, to try 
to steer the platform’s 600 million visual searches into conversions. Pinterest also means 
smart advertising spend learning from and testing out Pinterest’s new ad formats. Since 
the data is showing that users are buying from promoted pin ads, it’s working. By 
installing the Pinterest widget on site, users can pin brand images to their boards 
providing further exposure, better ranking, and sales. 

Optimized Images 
Web images should be highly optimized. With search queries becoming more holistic 
than ever before, and Google working to find user intent, or the meaning behind the 
search, images that are poor quality or unoptimized may get passed over entirely. A 
grainy or irrelevant photo won’t support Google’s goal of relevancy and efficiency for 
users. Visual search will pick images that are both optimized and contextually relevant to 
match with search queries. This means all images on the site, even the ones thrown up 
there for the blogs, must be pretty damn near perfect. What are perfect SEO images? 
Answer yes to these six image-based questions: 

1. Do they relate to the textual content? 

2. Are they small enough to allow for fast rendering, but still large enough they look 

good? 

3. Do they use alt text so Google can read them in the backend? 

4. Do their file names have descriptive names? 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/545967/snapchat-app-dau/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/545967/snapchat-app-dau/
https://newsroom.pinterest.com/en/post/celebrating-one-year-of-pinterest-lens
https://slyce.it/
https://savyagency.com/future-of-ai-marketing/
https://www.engadget.com/2018/03/09/asos-visual-search-tool-available-all-shoppers/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3FzSccGnuE
https://business.pinterest.com/en/success-stories


5. Are they original and not copyrighted? Did you reverse image search them to 

make sure? Good-quality stock images are sufficient but the Google bots prefer 

original photos. 

  

Savy Agency | Visual Search 
If any of this is overwhelming or exhausts your capabilities, that’s where a digital agency 
comes in. Savy stays up on the latest in consumer trends and behaviors and implements 
the newest digital technologies. Your brand will stay ahead with the help of our digital 
team, whether the search is text-based, image-based, augmented, or even VR or 
audibly-based. Yes, there is a whole universe of search techniques, and here at Savy, we 
can help you integrate the ones you need. 
 
 
 

The Future of AI Marketing: How Small 
Businesses Can Harness It 
by Mateja Lane | Oct 5, 2018 | Blog | 0 comments 
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3-minute read time | Small businesses may not think they need to worry about the way artificial 
intelligence, or AI, is becoming more prevalent in our daily lives. Not staying on top of advancements 
in technology would be a mistake though, as it will be harder and harder to catch up with the future 
of AI marketing trends down the road. The thing is, we see AI in our everyday lives, although we 
might not even be aware of how it’s working in the background. The AI working behind the scenes 
as we go about our day isn’t the same artificial intelligence we see in the movies; instead, it’s 
machine-based learning that uses algorithms written by humans to analyze enormous amounts of 
data. The results from that data are then used by AI to write more informed algorithms which it then 
can interpret and continue learning. There is a bright future for AI in marketing, worth an estimated 
$36.8 billion by 2025. 
Here’s how small businesses can stay ahead and use AI with martech tools in advertising, 
deciphering in-house analytics, forecasting, lead gen, and more. 

AI in Our Daily Lives 
Let’s start with where AI plays a part in our daily lives that we may not even realize. Netflix uses the 
data from the movies, shows, and documentaries we watch to suggest new flix we may enjoy. 
Amazon uses similar algorithms to learn from our purchases and serve ads by predicting what we’ll 
buy next. Amazon also uses it with Alexa, where the data collected helps improve the system and 
supercharge Amazon’s broader AI efforts. Spotify uses the music we click on and search for to 
curate our Discover Weekly playlists. Recently, Uber Eats made AI headlines by putting their 
business model in the hands of machine learning by analyzing customer data. 

https://savyagency.com/future-of-ai-marketing/#respond
https://savyagency.com/future-of-ai-marketing/#respond
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https://venturebeat.com/2018/10/02/uber-eats-and-the-6b-bookings-run-rate-the-ai-success-story-no-one-is-talking-about/


The websites we visit, from Facebook to UPS to Google, are storing our steps online, which 
constitute massive amounts of data. As a result, this data is beneficial for marketers and small 
businesses as insights into consumer habits and trends. While knowing that our steps are tracked, 
saved, interpreted and used to guide our next steps can be unnerving for some, you have to admit 
that it’s nice when you find or watch something new you end up loving; even though you’re less 
aware of how you found it. When AI-based data enhances user experience, it can be a good thing. 
So, how can small businesses harness the future of AI in marketing? 

Future of AI in Sales 
The first place small businesses can utilize AI marketing is in sales. This department likely spends a 
lot of time analyzing consumer reports, compiling lists, and communicating through the sales funnel. 
Through digitally stored data, AI can easily, and much faster, analyze and interpret it for more 
efficient lead generation. There are now companies using AI to analyze data gathered with visual 
search through social media to understand and predict consumer interest. By harnessing the future 
of AI, with the help of martech tools that streamline the process, sales teams can better find and 
engage with consumers. 

Future of AI in Analytics 
Another practical small business application of AI marketing is to analyze heatmap data. Heatmaps 
are graphical data representations where colors represent the values. Analytics often use heatmaps 
to provide a visual representation of on-page behavior. Small businesses interested in tracking user 
activity onsite can often find the answers to some key questions, such as: 

● How often are visitors clicking Add to Cart? 

● How often are visitors reading the blog, how much of it are they reading, and which posts are 

most engaging—or more importantly, which lead to conversions? 

● Which products are users clicking most on; which aren’t they and why? 

By analyzing compiled data, AI can inform what will perform better. It will help with what to promote, 
what to post, what to target, and more. It can decipher the meaning, or intent, behind that data so 
that you can deliver based on relevance. 
AI and machine learning can make human creativity better; however, it cannot create the big ideas. 
That said, there will be a fine line to walk as the future of AI arrives. Humans at digital marketing 
agencies, like Savy, should work alongside AI. Humans can craft the big ideas, ensure predictions 
are accurate, and make sure the idea isn’t lost in translation. AI marketing tools may undoubtedly be 
faster at sifting through mountains of data, but the data itself is not perfect. The industry is evolving 
almost too rapidly for AI to be efficient on its own. The friendly humans at Savy come with decades 
of big ideas. Together with machine-learning technology, we can help small businesses harness the 
future of marketing AI. 

https://savyagency.com/marketing-ai-marketing-advertising/
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Here’s Why the Future of Your Brand Should 
Include an Interactive Website 
by Mateja Lane | Sep 13, 2018 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
We are now well into the world of immersive content. Everywhere we turn there are new 
ways of consuming information. The way an audience interacts with content is 
becoming shorter in span but more engaging, and at the same time, more saturated. So 
what does this mean for your brand’s web presence? Does it help to have an interactive 
website to keep users more occupied, and in turn longer on-site? We think so. Here’s 
what you should look ahead to for the future of your website. 

VR/AR Goggles 
According to Edelman’s 2017 Digital Trends Report, virtual and augmented reality or VR 
and AR is the future. While companies are already rolling out VR goggles like HTC, 
Oculus, and even Google, and AR goggles like Magic Leap’s One, there are additional 
products on the horizon. Snap Inc., Facebook, and Google invested heavily in virtual 
reality. Facebook released Oculus Go in May, boasting that it is the most “approachable” 
VR headset. Snap Inc. acquired British VR startup PlayCanvas in March, and we can bet 
we can start watching snaps through VR goggles in the near future. 
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The point is: brands should be looking ahead to potentially 
having an interactive website or apps optimized for VR. 
  

Immersive Content 
Another prediction from the Digital Trends report is that video content is and will 
continue to be shorter, but more immersive. An example of this is the rise of TV shows 
that may only be 30 minutes long but are responsive to viewer’s Tweets or votes. This 
engagement makes viewers a part of the experience and integrated into what millions 
of other people are watching. 
Ideas for implementation for an interactive website include responsive tickers that show 
how many customers you are serving at the time, moving animation, or short videos 
explaining your product. 

Live Content 
You may think that contact lenses that record everything belongs in a sci-fi movie, but 
the reality is, it’s not too far off. Snapchat Spectacles already exist. With Spectacles, you 
can take a short video, a “snap,” through your glasses, literally filming what you are 
seeing and post it. Unlike Google Glasses, Spectacles have a “cool” factor since they are 
Ray Ban-shaped. Young users may be more prone to wear them. Initially offered through 
vending machines before they took a $39.9 million hit, Spectacles have re-launched for 
another attempt at success. With the rise of wearables creating live content in our 
everyday lives, we need to think about how this can translate to websites. 
Does your business use Snapchat? Should you provide product updates through 
real-time video or snaps? What if you had an interactive website feature that synced 
with wearables, like an Apple Watch, to unlock incentive-based discounts? The tables 
have now turned, and brands need to think deeper about the user’s experience. You 
need to make sure that visiting your brand’s website is worth the consumer’s (short) 
time. 

Digital Transparency 
In the infancy and early stages of the web, web 1.0 and 2.0, websites were able to 
influence user experience. Usually, through paid ads, demographic targeting, and 
keyword manipulation, users were often sent to places they didn’t intend to go. While 
these tactics are still necessary, as we’ve passed web 3.0 and are now moving into web 
4.0, search engine algorithms will change to give the user more reliable information and 
control. In this realm, providing a face to a brand, backed by a real human presence is 
more productive and authentic. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-26/snap-is-trying-again-with-spectacles-no-more-vending-machines
https://savyagency.com/marketing-agency-bend/


Examples include having better, and more interactive dialogues with consumers which 
can be held via podcasting, blogging from a first-person view, chatbots standing by to 
help, and interacting with your audience in a real, transparent way. Mainly, users want to 
see you’re an ethical and real person and having an interactive website that reflects that 
will become more and more important. 

Trusted Influencers 
Rather than going after celebrities or paying ultra outrageous sponsorship fees to help 
market their product, we’re seeing brands begin to work with “internet-famous” 
influencers who may have a smaller number of followers but who are highly engaged 
and often align well with the brand. Given a shared interest in a product, fans will often 
follow the influencer’s lead. 
“65% of the Trust Barometer respondents rated ‘a person like yourself’ as a credible or 
extremely credible spokesperson. By collaborating with trusted influencers, brands can 
create the type of content consumers actually want, ultimately increasing trust and 
engagement for the brand.” -Edelman’s 2017 Digital Trends Report 

SEO: Always Changing 
While you may be resisting an AI-driven world, be prepared. Homebase devices like 
Alexa, Siri, and Hey Google are making content even more accessible. Voice assistants 
are changing the way search engines are finding what the world needs. Imagine you 
have an Alexa and want to know the distance from Earth to the moon. You’ll likely ask: 
“Alexa, how far is Earth from the moon?” Now, SEO must be optimized accordingly. That. 
Is. Game-changing. Not too long ago, and it’s still true, that same user would type in 
“distance between Earth and moon,” or something along those lines, and that’s what we 
as digital marketing agencies and SEOs would optimize for. But not tomorrow. It’s 
changing, and for the foreseeable future, it will continue to. 

Interactive Websites | Savy Agency 
Digital is an ever-changing landscape, but it’s an exciting one. As long as brands are 
looking ahead to new trends and providing the user with what they want and expect 
with clean, intuitive, and interactive websites, both will win. Here at Savy Agency we are 
always on top of new trends; we can help your brand create an interactive website. 
Reach out to see what we can do. 

What are your thoughts on interactive web design? Let us know in the comments 
below.  
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The Importance of Ethical Marketing in Your 
Website 
by Mateja Lane | Aug 1, 2018 | Blog | 0 comments 

 
Ethics in business in this day and age can mean the difference between success and failure. 
Consumers are looking to businesses for more transparency and will respond to those that reflect 
their own values. Companies need to be conscious of the messages they are promoting, and their 
websites must reflect their ethics, now more than ever. The consumer has woken up to the ways of 
click-bait and misrepresentation and will see through a sales pitch. Ethical marketing is a 
complicated thing. It’s not necessarily a strategy as much as an attitude. Ethics are further 
complicated in the sense that they are subjective; a company deciding what’s wrong and right may 
not resonate with every customer, which is why it’s important to market to the consumer you want as 
your base. 
At the end of the day, it all comes down to honesty. Companies must avoid overselling the product 
or manipulating the consumer by exaggerating the benefits. Stereotypes, overstatements, and 
hyperboles may close sales in the beginning, but they won’t build a customer base. The way a 
company treats their employees is a form of company ethics; how a product is produced is a form of 
market ethics; the way a company gives back to either their community or issue they’re vested in is 
another ethical marketing strategy. 
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Examples of Conscientious Companies 
There are some clear heroes in the world of ethical marketing. These companies have always been 
transparent with their product, treated their employees fairly, and have stuck with their morals from 
day one. Because of these high standards, they have seen success. Plus, they have beautiful 
websites that represent all aspects of their organization. Some large companies that come to mind 
include Patagonia, Toms, Everlane, Mrs. Meyers, and Warby Parker. These companies all sell 
something different, but what they have in common is philanthropic messaging, and devoted 
customers. 

The Importance of Web Design 
Intuitive web design will promote your message in a clear and honest way; it’s the most important 
starting point for a successful brand in the modern age. A beautifully designed website, one that has 
a clear message, to-the-point copy, and on-brand photography, will help the consumer trust the 
business more. A brand’s website is often the first thing a consumer sees that introduces the 
product, message, and morals. It must make a good impression, be user-friendly, and entice a return 
visit. Quality web design means the difference between a user staying and “listening” to what the 
brand has to say and bouncing right back to the web for something better. 

Web Design in Bend OR 
Is your business proud of their product? Are your employees treated well? Do you think you have 
your ethical marketing down as CEO? If you are hesitating with the last question, we can help. Here 
at Savy, we know the market; we know how to communicate with consumers; we know how to 
create a website that reflects what you stand for. Let’s just say we know how to design a website 
that will represent you and your company’s assets and values. Here are a few examples of how 
we’ve represented clients in the market with quality web design. 

Central Oregon Radiology Associates (CORA) 

CORA came to Savy to help tell their story. They offer a necessary service: radiology. They do a lot 
for the Central Oregon community, sponsoring local charities and events. Their mission is to keep 
their neighbors and their neighbor’s neighbors healthy. CORA just needed help with how clients 
found them online, trusted their services, and came back to them for their radiology and screening 
needs. We created a beautiful website so CORA could better communicate with their client base. 
Through their site, the company can be transparent with the services they offer, help educate 
patients with a regularly updated blog, and connect with their community through social media. 

https://www.patagonia.com/home/
https://www.toms.com/
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Bend Plating 

Bend Plating offers a service that is hard to convey to consumers. That is why it was imperative that 
their web design was easy to navigate and educational. Photography was key in building the online 
presence for Bend Plating. We built a website that the company can be proud to show their clients, 
and one that users will stay on when they land on a page that answers their questions. 

Villano MD 

Plastic surgery isn’t something a consumer jumps into without research. Dr. Michael Villano is a 
trusted cosmetic surgeon in Bend, Oregon and throughout the region, but his website didn’t say that. 
We helped him bridge the communication gap between someone looking for his services and his 
expertise with our digital marketing company. 

Savy Agency | Web Design | Bend, OR 
We here at Savy Agency know how to translate a business’s ethics through their website and across 
their brands. We help companies be more transparent in the market through social media and 
educate their client base with relevant and updated brand assets. In the 21st century, digital 
presence is everything. And to tell your story honestly is the most critical thing brands can do to be 
successful. 

How do you stay ethical in your business? Tell us in the comments below. 
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